Kreativfabrik
Wiesbaden e.V.
Description of the local group:
The Kreativfabrik (Creative Factory) is an active part of the cultural
scene in Wiesbaden. The association runs a cultural centre on the site
of the former slaughterhouse. The Kreativfabrik organises a diverse
program of events. It also rents inexpensive rehearsal rooms to
young bands from Wiesbaden. Initiatives and groups can also use the
Kreativfabrik.
The association originated from the Cultural Park Initiative. This
initiative has worked to ensure that the site of the old
slaughterhouse is used for culture and leisure. That is why the
Kreativfabrik still participates in the cultural park.
The Kreativfabrik believes that there are a lot of young people in
Wiesbaden with lots of good ideas.
These ideas need a place where they can be tried out and put into
practice. Even if these ideas do not bring money or only a few find the
ideas good. The Kreativfabrik wants to be a place for such ideas.
Who we are:
We are an association with many different people, but we all have
something in common: we are in love with culture.
We are sometimes very chaotic and sometimes very organised. With
this mix, we work voluntarily for our cultural centre.
"Chaotic" describes the many individual and unique ideas that we
have accomplished in Wiesbaden.
"Organised" describes our democratic structure.
The basis of our organisation is our general meeting of the members.
The general meeting instructs the management board to implement
the ideas of the association. There is also a small, paid team for
everyday work. There are also many helpers who look after the
events in the evenings and at night. Actually, the barrel is always
overflowing, but somehow we like that too.
What we do:
Diversity is the basis of our program. Some weekends feature a party
with electronic dance music on a Friday after a theatre play. On
Saturday there may be a rock concert and at the same time a private
birthday on the upper floor.
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And on Sundays, teenagers have a DJ workshop. At the same time,
children in wheelchairs learn to skate in the skate hall.
We are a crazy, living Kreativfabrik. A lot of things happen in this
house at the same time. A new surprise is waiting behind every door.
You can literally smell the creativity that squeezes out of all the pores
of our little house.
Guests and artists find our house cosy and spontaneous.
Nevertheless, things are always changing. You are sure to see
something new if you haven't been to our house for a long time.
How can I participate?
We are happy to welcome everyone who wants to join us. There is a
lot to do at events. You can help at the counter, at the entrance or
with the technology. If you suit our day team, we can also offer you
an internship!
If you have a general interest in working in the association or in the
event field, simply register yourself at
mascha@kreativfabrik-wiesbaden.de.
We are also happy to have sustaining members who like our ideas.
Every little amount of money helps.
Simply register at info@kreativfabrik-wiesbaden.de
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